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-- There is certainly a great deal of confusion at

I least in the mind about the United States' re-
popular

tention lands i_ the TTPI or to be more accurat_ the

I "lands either reserve_ or used by the U.S. Gover_ment. .

I -- You have _ust heard Mr. Whittington outline the

status of public lands whlch are held in trust for the

! .Micronesian people by the TruSt Territory Government.

I The amount segreqated out for "the public purposes of the IUnited States is insignificant _n comparison with the

I total public lands. • • :_
The available detailed records

I are sometimes at Variance, but agree on the general

I figures .... _ : :_ .. --..... _ "
f

-- The "Department of Defense, of course, leads the

I list •of U S Federal agencies•

-- First, there are no lands being used or retained

I for defense purposes in the districts of Truk, Ponape,

i Yap, or Palau.
-- In the Marshall Islands the United States has

I signe_ a number of Use and Occupancy Agreements Which|

cover areas in the K_ajalein, Eniwetok, and Bikini atolls.

i The total area is 3,03L.08 acres. ....

I -- In the Marianas, the U.S. holds 8,_81.95 acres
of military retention lands on Tinian and 4,943.31 acres

I on Saipan. The tatal 13,825.26 acres• _-
is
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-- There are no other lands held in reserve or beir._

• : used by the U. S. military in the TTPI. The total fan:

in use or reserved by the U. S. military represents

3.8% of the total land in the TTPI.

: -- Over the years the United States military has

Isteadily released and returned land to the TTPI Govern:

Al'l the DOD land has been returned in the Palau Distric-
i

in the Truk "District and in the Yap District. In the -

Marianas a +n+__1 _e__19,756._ _=_ has been returned

and in the Marshalls 1,383.9 acres. The grand total is

,140.51 acres. •

-- Of the lands currently held for military use
. ¥

4,441.85 acres are licensed out for civilian use. This

iS about 25% of the total lands used or reserved for

" the DOD. - ..

--Other Federal agency holdings are broken down as

follows : -_ _ _:_

U. S. Coast Guard has small areas in the Palaus,

• Yap Islands, Marianas, and Marshalls--they total

about 500 acres. _ f i: i

Post Office has small parcels of land in each

. ..... dis.trict--they total less than one.acre. _
Natzonal Weather Service has land In all di _:

but the Marianas. Its h_idings total--13.06 acre;

::. .',_;':._;_:....' ........_:,,"._-':,v_.........._ ._......,_:-_:.-_:-_....,'-,.. ' • _L_'.....,zL,]_ r"
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i " IS clear that lands held ifipublic trust represent a m_Jor _i•

_i_!_ .,_-.:a_of the total land area. I should repeat that these lands

i_ _ .-eL"4;held in trust for the Micronesian people. Consequently,

i_ ..._ _/. S. Government believes, strongly that upon te_ation of

.ii!:_ _. trust these I/rids, subject to the tenms of a new status compact,

•_• _1_ become the property of the Micronesian Government to be _

_!i_ _ or disposed of in accordance with the wishes of the Micronesian

'_ .w_le. In other words, ultimate control of these lands should

_ - :nl would rest wi_,h M.ic_nes_s .... ,

•In contrast to the total public lands, the lands used or retained ,:

:y t._eU. S. Department of Defense represent Only a small .portion" : _ I

Cf _he total land area, abou_ 3.87% and, for that matter only a

Ii'_ _.'ysmall percentage of the total public lands. Moreover, the

I_ _o'_alsize of these lands has steadily shrunk over the years and
_X_aythe U.S. military no l_r holds any retention lands in i!

• _"

t_ Ponape, Yap, Truk, or Palan districts. With these encouraging !:I '

• " . _ DONIUN _:

As I understand it, your first and foremost concern regarding _
, -/ i '

land is whether the United States would have the power to acquire, i, '_ [

after termination offthe t_-_ust,Micronesian land for public .purposes 1_
" i !

Of the United States w_thout Mlcronesian concurrence. In May 1970 i

Government proposed a unique form of eminent domain that would "

_ have provided many safeguards and would have been extremely dctfrl.- ' i
cult for u_ to Imp.lemen_ over local opposition. In this instance _ _;__

t_e U.S. position ,_asbazed on the belief that it was impossible I _.Q_ ;/ !



• to predict, 'with certainty, military contir4_encies which might requi._ _.

• Midronesian land. Therefore, rather than reserve land in advance, <i
f

essential future needs could best be satisfied by retaining the power ,

requisition. However, the Micronesian response made it quite clear t:

even this carefully qualified" procedure caused considerable difficult..
! ."[

and that" the eminent domain issue wea a major stumbling block in reach.

accord. !

" The United States Government has re.evaluated its position on this

question in an effort to resolve the issue, The objective was to dev":

a formula which would better take into account the central position cf

land in Micronesian life and at the same time offer a reasonalbe pro_.:.-

! for sati3fying U. S. and Micronesian security requirements. I s_st

the following quidelines as the basis .for resolving this matter: _:

(a) We would state specifically in advance our foreseeable land n_ _

. andwork out firm arrangements for these areas prior to a change of

• "political status. " ......

(b) Under a new politics/ status, the U.S. would acquire land only

accordance with _.ilcronesianlaws and mutually agreed procedures.

.. ' (C) The Micronesian Government would, by its own laws, provide a

speedy and efficient way to negotiate in _ faith the temporary use

of land by the U.S. in emergency situations. In turn, the United Stat-I

, would in good faith agree .to return of these lands as soon as t'he

" _rgency is over. •

Let us examine these reconwrendations for a moment. This prooosed
"

" formula would achieve several things. From your perspective it offer-_'

Micronesians complete and final control of their lands. _at_u_ need-_

1 _ " could not be by unilateral acquisition on the pm_ of th_ U.S. _""

., a•

only ,._i_ht},,en,;:p:v.v%]cf v,_,_-._.,-,__, .....:..- ,, .._._....._. -._,'.';".,:'ltic_ ,-'_t_!'_*,_ c ...... ,-



Micronesian law. D_Dm our standpoint, certain limited and definable Ii
!

would be reserved for defense-purposes to meet our foreseeable needs. I
l

in shozZ, once we arrived at a satisfactory status agreement which provided

for the "United States' foreseeable land needs, we would a/so have ao_eed

that, after the termination of the trust the United States would not

4
have the leEal ri_]t to exercise eminent domain in Micronesla. i

_e agreement would requlre us both to undertake scme obligations. ]

_he uncel"talntlesof international politics may make it necessary that the i

United States have some prospect for obtaining t!.e temporary use of land in i" I

lands retained for security pin-posesfrom the out._:.-t,there is no guare,ntee

that these will meet all unforeseen defense contin_ncies. In the event of i _,

an emergency which could not be met with existing, facilities, we would expect i

that the appropriate Micronesian authorities would speedily negotiate with us I_, I!
1

In an effort to make the necessary land available. The exact procedures,of i

eQ_-se, would-be a matter for Microneslans to work out. It should be en_hasiz ...

e_.that even When this unusual proviso came into play the ultimate control of

_a_ land Would reside with Micronesians. : ""

It ls appropriate at this point to deal with one other facet of . i_;

M1crcmesia'sfuture control of its land. In May 1970 your delegation _!

made It clear that under any change in status, the MicronesianGovernment _!i%

must D@ able to control the sale of land to non-Micronesians. _ _

We have reviewed this issue and, in light of the special and important . _ .

role offland In your social, economic, and cultural systems, your desire (

to determine your cwn policies and your o_ requirementswlth respect • .

' i I
to alien o:.mershipof your land can and should be acconmodatedin a ; ' '

cc_pact bet::eenthe U.S. and r,licronesia. I would prefer to deal I _ L_

I _',.,
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,I with this in more detail later when we focus on the legal _-_/i_

aspects of a future relationship. But I do wish to assure _.;i

i you that the U.S. appreciates your apprehensions regarding ;_._this subject :il

This proposal to forego the exercise of eminent domain _-:i

represen_ _ significant and sweeping change, from our _i•Iearlier position and goes to the heart of our previous _\i

d/sagreement over land control. At the talks in May 1970 _
7

in discussing the ques'tion of eminent domain your delegation _.

stated that Micronesians could not agree to any compromise

where the control of land is concerned. :i_heproposai I _

have just outlined will give you the future control you seek, _.

should allay any fears you have about arbitrary seizuresi

of land by the U.S. Government, and should offer a solid _
i

}
i cornerstone for a mutually satisfying future relationship. _-i

) _ have now stated our views on the importance of _[I

i land.. I have also touched on the public lands which the _%

Micronesian Government would fall heir to and exercise

executive control of after termination of the Trust. More-.

over, I have also assured you that in a change of status _i
/

the right to control the sale of your land to aliens can

"7
.a_d should be in the hands of Micronesians. Most importantly, %

I have suggested a proposal whereby the eminent domain would -'-'-_ ibe eliminated as an issue in these discussions.

- '" I

' I
¢

•. I'-L;
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* LAND REQUI P_MENTS t

i have already suggested that the U.S. has future !
I

land needs in Micronesia and that these should be negotiated

as an integral part of the change in status and in advance

of the termination Of the Trust Agreement. These land

needs would most likely cover both military and non-military
i

requirements. In the event you desire some non-military

i
services of the Federal Government, ___{__.._..__=_,post offices

or weather stations, we envision that any land needs associ-

ated with these services would be negotiated within the status

compact. However, due to the small" size of thes_xequirements

we do not see any serious difficulties here. Land required

for security purposes is another matter, however, and in

an effort to facilitate agreement, we have gone to considerable _ _!

effort to keep our requirements to a minimum. I _I
! !

What are our general defense land needs? First, we do il
not have any requirement for land in the Yap District, Ponape

District, or Truk District. :. /"!

•Marshal is ]
i
t

In the Marshalls we see no new needs for land. We *i8

could _escribe our present land holdings and our usage I
i

agreements in this district. But they are a matter of i

public record and I am confident that the members of the }

Status Committee are familiar with the details. The sig- -_ J / i

nificant point is that we have a continuing legitimate

need for the e:-istin_ missile range facilities in the _'_arshalls.

They are an important and integral part of the _'4\_0 I
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! military research and development effort and significantly _

contribute to the free world's defense. There is no pros-

pect that the need for missile testing will disappear, or

even diminish, in the near future. However, it may some
I

: day become possible to consolidate our testing activities _

in the Pacific and concurrently reduce our land interests
I

i_ the Marshalls. That, of course, depends on future devel-

opments in the --_^-_ and _hni_al spheres and in the

world situation. • . _

Marianas

t Now let us move to the Marianas. In this district we • _i

f have definite requirements--primarily on the island of Tinian.

i We would like the flexibility to rehabilitate some of the

airstrips on the island and to build supporting structures

and other facilities. While our planning is not complete, _

I we believe at this •stage that the more we can concentrate
_-

f OUr activities on Tinian, the less disruption we would cause :
•

: the•rest of the Marianas District. We are fully conscious

of the local problems that a concentration would pose.and

contemplate working hand-in-hand, with your authorized rep-

resentatives to work out ways for achieving our objectives
!

with the maximum harmony and minimum of trouble to the

people of the Marianas. For example, we could under certain

conditions make all land not being immediately utilized

- "° I

available for leas_backs, if desired.



On Saipan we currently have over 4,000 acres an

military retention la_nds. Some of this land is highly

_ suitable for local de_relopmental purposes. We have only i

a limited need for this land in the future and are pre-

..
pared to release a •significant portion of it. In this

regard •the close proximity of Tinian and Saipan becomes

i_ an important factor. By consolidating any future activi-

ties, mainly o_ Tinian, it may be possible for us to

release even more of the military retention land on Saipan"

_i This possibility, of course, will be explored in detail

when we sit down to talk specifics.

_ A Use and Occupancy Agreement with the TTPI Government

is currently pendin_ regarding Farallon de Medinilla Island.

It is essential that _e have the use of that island after

termination of the trust. I see no particular problems here.
, q

We have no other, requirements in the Marianas.

" " Palau

__ In Palau, cur requirements are not immediate and I /
would like to underscore that point. However, we would {

|

IiI Wan_:to agree in advance on areas in which we would have :

options to use lands at some future time, if necessary. '"

There are four _ separa _e options on which we need agreement: , ,
i

._ (i) We desire an option on about 40 acres of
submerged land and adjacent lands to establish

[_ by means of land fill a very small naval support <_ u I

4
F"
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facility in the vicinity of Malakal Harbor. It

would be configured to support naval ships calling

at Palau periodically. We would be willing to
• . " -..

use fill land in order to avoid taking any of the
• . ... -L-.

very limited land in the harbor area. We ,_ould
. . . . -....

prefer to site the facility in Malakal Harbor, but

ar_ open to your views on the best location. This

option (up to the time of construction) would be

reviewed periodically to" ensure that it did not _" ....=.... ;_

unnecessarily inhibit the civilian development of

the harbor.

(2) We would require an option that will permit

assured use of land on Babelthaup to build structures

and store material. We do not have any immediate

meeds for such a site but agreement is to availability

of such land will be necessary to safeguard our con-

tlngency requirements. Current site planning is

only general, and the exact location would be subject

to negotiations. /. . . ".. , . . ,o.

(3) Next, we require an option that would permit the
[ . "..

intermittent helding of training exercises ashore for|
.o._ .

ground units. If the option was exercised, this land

•would be used only a few limited periods every year.
i-

At the time of the maneuver, compensation would be _'

paid for land and property use and for damages to

property. This procedure would fully protect the i/_
IL

inhabitants and the land, We carry on similar _



exercises throughout the world using this legal

arra_%gement. The specifics of such arrangements

would be subject to local negotiation. ....•:::o,

(4) Finally, if we undertook to exercise any of • _

the foregoing options, it would be necessary to

support the above facilities with an airstrip capable

of supporting military aircraft. In this event, ::

_ would require an option to use the existing
0.

civilian airport on an adequate compensation.basis.

As an alternative to the joint use of the present _

airport, we need an option to build or to participate

in any project to build a new reef alrpor_ in the Koror/

Babelthaup area. In either event, we would envision

an airport shared by the civilian community: and the

military with" the appropriate share of the costs being
I

borne by the U.S. Government.
I

.-.-. • ..t_NER/_ • - .: i

Three comments are in order, looking over land require- ,.,

: // "!,
ments as a whole. If we build military facilities in the

Marianas, or perhaps some day in Palau, it will no doubt

_I ,i : 4

be necessary to construc_ some associated infrastructure which .,

would likewise benefit the local area. For example, U.S. I

naval use of harbors would perhaps necessitate some dredging i
and other improvements. Similarly, road and com_,unications

£mprovements of value to the civilian*con_munity might well / _._ i i _i i

follow on the establishment of shore facilities. I •
I L
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•Similarly , it should be reemphasized that the U.S.

would attempt to make the land in question, which is not _

r

being used immediately, available for private and other _'_

Rhicronesian uses'. This would have to be worked out to

the mutual agreement of both parties and would be subject
°•

tO the reservation that any such arrangement would not

disqual_fy _e la.-_ for defense purposes. : _

Lastly, I want to emphasize that in negotiating our I

foreseeable requirements, the United States expects to pay _

fair and adequate compensation in return. We will, of

course, desire your extended views on the subject of com- _
.•

pensation and the exact details will, I assume, be the _£_.

subject of extended talks. But I stress we are prepared to

fully meet our obligations in this regard .... •

In summary I have outlined a U.S. proposal which is

designed to meet your deep concern over the control of

land under any future Micronesian Government and at the
f

same time to satisfy U.S. and Micronesian Security require- /

ments. In essence, the United States would agree to forego ..

SS !i

th_ legal right to exercise eminent domain, if in return

the Micronesian Government would work out firm arrangements .....i

•_or sa _sfying our foreseeable land needs prior to a change _

of status. Likewise, you would provide, a way to negotiate

i_ goo_ faith the temporary use of land by the U.S in :_

future emergency situations, and, in turn, the U.S. would _ I 5 ..



good faith agree to the return of these lands as soon

the emergency is over. To supplement this proposal I

sketched our foreseeable defense land requirements

lich are ar_ integral part of the basic proposal.

In fact we have no need for land in the Ponape

Pistrict, Truk District, or Yap District. We foresee a

g need for the facilities we are currently using

the Marshalls. In the Marianas we anticipate perhaps

early need for land. We anticipate concentrating

:ies on Tinian, hut overall we do not contemplate

requirement that greatly exceeds the size of our current

holdings in the Marianas.

In Palau we have no immediate plans for defense activi-

• but desire options which are designed to

cover future contingencies. •In each instance Wewould attempt •

tO fashion our requirements so that they disrupt the local

community as little as possible and, of course, we are
t

prepared to work out financial arrangements which will offer

emily fal/ compensation for land_rand options we receive.
i
I

t

We believe this proposal should more than allay your

fears regarding the arbitrary seizure or alientation of
r

your land. Certainly this proposal could eliminate eminent

domain as an issue between us and furnish a solid basis for

an agreement in principle on the overall land issue. • °/ J/ "I
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NO doubt some of you would like to hear more details regarding our.. .. - . . , .

land requirements, but I don not be]ieve that there is a great deal to _

be gained by golr_ into further specifics at this time. My colleagues _

and I feel strongly that, before attempting_ any negot'ations for precise

pieces of land and. Ope_ the door to real estate speculation and _<- _- -

building up un_Ited public hopes we need the Status Committee's views Pi'

on key procedural itiems and answers to several crucial questions which f_
• ..-.

w_:_uld Influence the character of such talks and the final terms of the

agreement. _
. . "." . ".'

_hls may very well mean that we would confine these talks to broad

# ..

issues and then retl_n at a future time to talk in a more specific vein.

For Instance: (a) We would be interested in how you envision the next.. ! ..
steps regarding land; (b) Is your 'delegation empowered to negotiate' _-

• •. _.

specific land requirements? If not, what type of body would we deal with? ::

In any event, this appears to us to be an important decision which must _ _'_

be made before detailed negotiations can take place; :(c) Similarly, we

would be interested in your views on the method of compensation..... Do i
you anticipate that payments would be made directly to a central Micronesian

authority which would in turn make the necessary payments to owners,

ex-owners, or to some level of government? If not, h_ would payments

be made?; (d) Certainly another Import_ntfacet of the same problem is
J

how you envision the.amount of compensation would be determined,t and

(e) _ method of making land available is likewise a problem which :

must be confronted. _-d.s list is by no means exhaustive and I _m



_Identyou have additional questions. Senator Salil, at this tlme I iii
ld llke to invite you and your colleagues to comment on the U.S.

_sal, perhaps to address some of the foregoingquestions, and, of _• !!

_se, to pose your own questions. !i _
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